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About This Game

Build up a haunted house in this Halloween themed Idle Clicker game!

Starting with modest beginnings, build up to a terrifying haunted house, unlocking secrets and mini-games along the way. Then
enter the house, and build up more!

New for Halloween, 2018
A whole new room is ready for you to dive into and build up – with new secrets to discover, and all new achievements.

The Dungeon is here!
Do you dare enter?
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Update: Build 0.38:
HAPPY CINCO DE MAYO!! - Sombreros for Zombies, and margaritas to feed to them
Spell Books will now spawn faster - increased by 1 minute.
Added a third gem upgrades page.
Added ability to upgrade the spinner to provide 10x income.
Fixed a cloud overlay issue
Fixed Flickering pixel under cat on balcony
The witch on the right would sometimes have the wrong hit box.
Fixed “Current Possible Cards” not displaying sometimes.
Upgrading trees, pumpkins, etc to 2000 will now double income for that item, and add a new graphic. Announcement when all
things are maxed! Upgrade can be done via the map panel.
Scene 1 can now be upgraded to produce purple gems, raise the cap, and give a 10% global bonus. Sacrifices must be made
though.
. Update: Build 0.20:
- Added Oogie Boogie (Haloween Holiday Event)
- Fixed issue where save file was overwritten at logon. Update: Build 0.35:
-Fixed Moon from becoming unclickable for spells
-Fixed the spider that was glitching the christmas lights
-Oogey Boogey will no longer give away scene 2 prizes
-Stocking prizes were showing up when there were no stockings
-Gems from the stockings will now update the gem display
-Fixed the ticket reveal cheat.
-Raised the maximum cash number high enough that it is now possible to max out everything to 2000 using screams or chills.. 
Update: Build 0.25:
- Fixed detection on a few remaining Achievements
- Increased some of the rewards in Scene 2 (Inside House)
- Added options for direct purchase of "Double Spirit Bonus" and "Front Door Key". Update: Build 0.45:
Outside would tell you it was complete every time you started the game
The Urn was not giving the correct reward when you broke it the first time.
Fixed some bugs relating to the dungeon treasure chest numbers
Solving the code on the treasure chest will no longer block ceiling drips from falling into the bucket
Petri Dish will longer show up if the microscope is already glowing
Fixed a gem converter bug that occurred after upgrading the outside to level 2
Targeting for Hammers, Swords, and Brooms has been reworked. They should be much more accurate now.. Update: Build
0.30:
- Changed warp so that all bonuses are now included in earnings calculations
- Fixed bug that would cause the outside scene to register 128/129 when all upgrades were complete
- Fixed error that would cause items to land behind the butler's tray, making them in-accessible
- Fixed Daily reward #24
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